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 Abstract
The Implant-Prosthetic rehabilitation has reached in recent years the standards of efficiency, effectiveness and predictability really high. This 
is also thanks to the digital methods that assist the Team in all phases; starting from the acquisition of diagnostic data, the elaboration of a 
virtual project, the production of the devices to be used and the active treatment phases. While trusting in the digital technical plus, we must 
not forget that the scientific and technical foundations of these rehabilitations, are those that the international consensus recognizes as real, 
and accepted; just think, for example, to the attention given to the design of the prosthetic restoration or the anatomo-functional periodontal 
unit (the so-called implant site). We will show the design and operational flow that we use on a daily basis in clinical practice and we will 
exemplify it by showing two cases in which the digital approach has allowed us to perform a complete and useful diagnosis. The balance of 
the first thirteen years of use of digital systematics this, is undoubtedly positive. The prospects for the future, with developments approaching 
a very short time horizon, are very encouraging. 
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Introduction
Digital methods are making radical changes in dental practice. 
Both in terms of the equipment and techniques used, and in 
terms of the therapeutic possibilities offered to the clinician. 
The new technology is applied to all Dental Disciplines; the 
conservative, the prosthetic, the surgery, the orthodontic and 
not least the rehabilitation Implant - Prosthetic. The fact of 
using cutting-edge technologies does not exclude, however, 
the need to possess obvious technical skills as rehabilitate a 
dental sector or one/ two complete arches with implant-borne 
prostheses remains a complex and delicate work.

Let’s start from general considerations on dental rehabilitation 
on implants.

The world literature on the subject is unequivocally agreed on 
some aspects:

1) We can no longer speak of implant rehabilitation without 
giving due importance to the prosthesis that the implants 
will support. The use of integrated osteoimplants must be 
optimized on the dental prosthesis that will support. The 
design of the required dental elements will affect in two 
ways the rehabilitation: 1) generating a dynamic load 
on the implants and, 2) creating a seal in the gingiva-
emergency interface prosthetic stump. This area, in 
particular, is universally considered as the most exposed 
to the trauma caused by food during chewing; the correct 
sealing function is exercised by the anatomy of the peri-
implant gingiva and by the more apical portion of the 

crown itself that is inserted. In our clinical practice, 
the anatomy of occlusal surfaces, the insertion of the 
crown on the implant and the aesthetic peculiarities of 
the prosthetic project are the first parameters that are 
used in the drafting of the project. Both of these factors 
will contribute to the long-term duration of the planned 
rehabilitation and patient satisfaction. 

2) The supported implant-prosthesis complex acts on a 
periodontal anatomical unit consisting of alveolar bone 
and gingival tissues. This unit must have well-known 
architectural features that ensure not only the rigidity of 
the implant in response to the masticatory load, but also 
the good sealing action carried out by the soft tissues 
peri-implants, in response to the continuing traumatic 
action of food during chewing. It is universally accepted 
that both the prosthesis and the emergency of the 
stump implant must contract relations with the gingiva 
keratinized rather than with the oral mucosa, and that this 
interface should be as far away as possible from muscle 
insertions that demarcate the muco-gingival junction in 
the vestibular side of both upper and lower arches. 

3) The performance of the rehabilitated tooth-implant unit 
must respond in full to the expectations of the patient: 
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may be through the use of templates (surgical and prosthetic) 
designed to represent the exact spatial orientation expected 
in the design phase [6-9]. 

For 13 years I have been working in digital dentistry, 
specifically rehabilitation and digital oral surgery. From 13 
years I wonder if this approach has really favored and facilitated 
the achievement of the goal of functional rehabilitation. The 
answer to this question for 13 years is yes.

Purpose of the Work
The purpose of this work is to show the clinical and technical 
approach to some cases of implant-prosthetic rehabilitation of 
masticatory function. We will analyze the basic operational 
steps, from the collection of the necessary clinical 
documentation, to the drafting of the operational project and 
the practical execution of the clinical work to the armchair. 
We will therefore assess the specific characteristics of digital 
techniques and the main changes that have become necessary. 
A final evaluation will be made on the real benefits brought 
to daily clinical activity and on the practical difficulties 
encountered in approaching this new way of light dental.

Materials and Methods
The clinical sample showed in this session, have been managed 
accordingly to the most recent digital protocols, developed by 
the author and his team with clinical experience, and perfected 
in response to the Teaching and Scientific Communication 
activities carried out in recent years (Figure 1). First of all, 
we trace the idiom of how we approach the new case from 

Despite being rehabilitations, then cures performed 
to resolve an anatomical, functional and aesthetic 
impairment, It is now mandatory to obtain a positive result 
that satisfies the patient, that lasts over time and is easy to 
manage daily. To satisfy these parameters will mean, at 
the end of the day, having rehabilitated a function and not 
simply put teeth that were missing [1-5]. 

Our clinical work consists in using all the available technical 
resources, for a correct application of these fundamental 
concepts to the examined clinical case. Digital technology 
has brought about changes in daily work. First of all in the 
collection of diagnostic data both dental and bone, through 
the use of optical scanners and three-dimensional radiological 
investigations that exploit cbct technology. Both make images 
in 3D format whose peculiarity is to be able to be combined with 
each other with a spatial orientation perfectly corresponding to 
the clinical reality of the patient.

The second great novelty is represented by the possibility of 
drawing “on these three-dimensional coupled images, through 
the use of dedicated CAD softwares. And then the possibility 
to visualize dental elements, implants, bone grafts and also 
gingival always with a precise dimensional and spatial ratio 
related to the intraoral situation of the patient; This is the 
design phase of the therapy preparation work.

Finally, once the necessary controls are designed and 
directed, they will be produced using various types of 
materials (resinous ceramic and metallic plastics) and 
different technologies (printing, milling and sintering). The 
assembly phase of the products, in the mouth of the patient 

Figure 1: Overview of digital workflow as depicted by the authors.
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3)	 General rehabilitative project: At this point we will 
have the following data of our patient: A) intraoral 
situation of the dental arches, B) bone situation of the 
maxillary and mandibular bases, C) prosthetic CAD-
CAM project related to the rehabilitation required [10, 
11] All these data will be spatially oriented exactly as 
in reality. This peculiarity will allow us to design the 
other two components required, the Implant support 
and the site bone-gingival in a way corresponding to 
the intraoral reality and therefore usable a priori for the 
production of the necessary tools (implant positioners, 
surgical templates, provisional restorations abutments 
etc etc.) directly usable without the need of tests on the 
patient as was the case with the traditional analogue 
method (Figure 3).

4)	 Implant Project: the prosthetic project will be passed 
from the technician to the clinician who through the use 
of dedicated [10] softwares will provide to visualize 
implants deemed suitable to withstand the masticatory 
load exerted by the designed dental elements. Precisely 
the clinician must establish the correct number and the 
relative location of the implants. Once this is done, 
the prosthetic connection considered ideal will be 
anticipated. Our team prefers, at this stage, the use of 
straight prosthetic connections rather than angled. The 
so-called prosthetic space, that is, the existing space 
with the most coronal portion of the implant and the top 
of its prosthetic crown, will also be carefully evaluated. 
If this exceeds three-quarters of the total implant 
length, the information will be passed in the next 
working phase, a vertical increase of the bone site will 
be evaluated in order to move the implant in the coronal 
direction. Once the project on implant placement has 
been completed, the suitability of the bone site and the 
gingival tissue receiving has been checked (Figure 4).

the check-in of the patient up to the production of the tools 
designed for each operating phase. Then we will see the 
application of two clinical cases among the last , still being 
treated. I state that for a personal choice we still use, even 
if only partially of analog processing phases. This does not 
compromise the quality and accuracy of the result, nor does it 
extend the execution time. Let’s see in detail a typical sequence 
of work applied to the clinic that we will show later.

1)	 Patient check-in: The clinician is in charge of drawing 
up a medical file and taking two impressions of the dental 
arches. The digital display of these records will allow you 
to move through the next steps. In this phase, the Clinician 
1) will have to translate the requests of the Patient in a 
general rehabilitative idea 2) will have to pass the 
information acquired to the technician who will perform 
the first visual project of the prosthetic rehabilitation 
necessary 3) will have to codify the Procedure for carrying 
out the necessary radiological investigations (not yet 
prescribed and executed (Figure 2).

2)	 Previsualization of the project: The technician 
receives from the study information s about the initial 
state of the patient in form A) of plaster models from 
traditional impressions performed on the patient. These 
models will be scanned in the form of 3D images with 
laboratory scanners. B) as images already in digital 
format resulting from intraoral scans carried out 
chairside by the clinician, if the study is equipped with 
the necessary scanner. With these images, the technician 
will be able to isolate the teeth from the gingival tissues 
and to design a semi definitive prosthetic project of 
the area to be rehabilitated. Once the project has been 
prepared, it will produce everything necessary to be 
able to couple the intraoral images obtained by the 
patient with the images deriving from the radiological 
scans that, at this point, can be prescribed and executed.

 
Figure 2: A typical assay of initial prosthetic digital evaluation.
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5)	 Project of the implant site: The literature is uniformly 
agreed in having established some parameters that will 
identify the architectural suitability of the receiving site: 
A) the endoosseous implant B) the connection system 
(the prosthetic abutment) C) the dental restoration. 
In our practice we use the following parameters to 
consider a site suitable for restoration: 1) ALVEOLAR 
BONE vertical excess over the selected implant length 
of at least 3mm from the basal cortical and at least 2mm 
from the alveolar canal in the case of implants in the 
extraforaminal posterior mandibular site. Excess of at 
least 2mm horizontally over the entire circumference 
of the implant and neck of the prosthetic abutmrnt 2) 

GINGIVAL TISSUES are always searched for at least 
4mm of gingiva keratinized horizontally in radial 
direction from the emergency of the neck of the stump 
implant. Once these requirements have been met, the 
project phase can be concluded. In the event that the 
site is not considered suitable, we will proceed with 
defining the necessary rehabilitation interventions in 
this way: A) Reconstruction of the vertical/horizontal 
bone site vs use of non-screw implants in case of 
severe atrophies with its choice of the most suitable 
rehabilitation technique ( socket preservation / custom 
block edges/GBR) of the material to be used (xenograft 
vs allograft) as well as site insulation membranes 

 
Figure 3: A general first-approach project overview before pass to implant placement design an eventually soft-hard tissues reconstructive 
surgery design.

 
Figure 4: A tipica implant placement design.
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(reabsorbable/ not reabsorbable) B) reconstruction of 
gingival tissue necessary to meet functional needs of 
implant and its prosthetic restoration [12] (Figure 5).

6)	 Therapeutic Layout: A complete and exhaustive 
preparation of the rehabilitation project is equivalent to 
the drafting of the correct sequence of the therapeutic 
phases necessary to reach the end of the cycle of care 
and then the proposed result to the patient, this This 
storyboard will be useful not only for the patient’s 
comprehensive information but also as a follow-up 
check even when the individual phases have to be 
performed by more than one clinician.

7)	 Production: At this point it will be necessary to ensure 
that what is established on a virtual model of the patient’s 
mouth, can actually be used in reality. The device 
that usually allows this is the implant template, which 
will allow the implants to be inserted in the position 
established on the virtual model of the patient’s mouth, if 
it is necessary a reconstruction of the implant site before 
the insertion of the implants, It will be possible to use 
the projects carried out virtually for the production of 
bony onlays or GBR (Guided Bone Regeneration). Once 
the site datar implant the right architecture and inserted 
the implants in the desired position, it will be easy to 
adapt over the prosthetic restoration designed from the 
early stages of the therapeutic cycle. The materials used 

can be obtained from the most varied materials 1) Peek/
Pmma/Plla - absorbable plastic materials for milling and 
printing 2) Titanium - sintering or milling 3) ceramic 
materials – milling.

We will now see how this procedural scheme is applied in 
daily Clinical Practice. We will take as an example the digital 
schematics applied to the specific clinical case, emphasizing 
the steps that go from the check-in of the patient until the end 
of the project. We have chosen to use the latest cases still in 
active care and, as you will see not yet finished. This is to show 
the most recent diagnostic acquisition patterns and design 
patterns used by our team.

CASE #1

1. Check-In: male patient; years 48; request for 
rehabilitation of the lower right sector following 
distraction of 44 45 46 47 from about two years - non-
smoker - no systemic pathologies in place - good oral 
hygiene conditions - removable partial prosthesis - good 
vertical size and prosthetic spaces preserved congruous 
intermaxillary sagittal relationships. We record precision 
impressions and we transmit to the technician... Models 
in plaster шш laboratory scans Local keratinized tissue 
deficiency is suspected (Figure 6).

2. Previsualization of the Project: isolates the teeth 
of the prosthetic artifact worn by the patient. there is 
a real scarcity of keratinized gingiva relative to any 
future prosthetic restoration. We estimated similar 
situation regarding the emergency of the prosthetic 
implant abutments. is performed prosthetic project for 
4 fixed elements in position 44, 45, 46, 47 we design a 
radiological stent in order to align rx data to recorded 
optical data (Figure 7).

3. General Rehabilitative Project: performed cbct 
mandibular arches —radiological 3d scan is segmented 
to obtain 3d images of the bone base - it performs 
matching of the 3d images related to bone bases, soft 
tissue gingival, prosthetic project definitive (Figure 8).

4. Implant Project: the ideal implant axes for the four 
dental elements to be rehabilitated are designed. The 
correspondence of implants longitudinal axes with the 
same for restorations is verified (Figure 9).

 

Figure 5: Bone reconstructive surgery digital design.

A 

 

 

B 

 

Figure 6: Patient’s check-in.
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5. Rehabilitation Site Project: 1) ALVEOLAR BONE 
The horizontal and vertical dimensions of the bone sites 
appear appropriate for all four programmed implants, 
despite the mesio-distal and bucco-lingual inclination 
that they will have to assume in order to be aligned to 
the respective dental elements. The amount of residual 
bone to separation from the nervous canal appears good 
— free bone between implants and between implant 
in position 44 and element 43 appears to be good. 2) 
GINGIVAL TISSUES: the scarcity of keratinized 
gingival tissue is confirmed in correspondence with the 
implant emergency and the projection of the prosthetic 
elements. An adequate free graft of mucous membrane 
is planned for the palate sampling. compare the gingival 
graft programmed with the implant emergencies and 
the prosthetic reconstruction ш the congruity of the 
result draw two protections for the sites of grafting and 
gingival collection (Figure 10).

A 

 

B 

 

C 

 

Figure 7: Design overview

A 

 

B 
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Figure 8: Once cbct scan was taken, a general project on prosthesis and Implants can be done

6. Therapeutic Layout: first surgical step for the correction 
of soft tissues consisting of vestiboloplasty and grafting 
of free gingival graft taken from the vault of the palate in 
two sections to avoid large monolateral tissue removal - 
healing time of 45 days - implant placement in position 
44, 45, 46, 47 - healing time lasting 90 days - definitive 
restoration with single elements screwed on the implant 
abutments (Figure 11).

7. Production: Both surgical guides for palal harvesting 
and for the vestibular positioning of the free grafts of 
mucosa, were built from sintered titanium — lower 
arch of protection in thermo-printed plastic. Implant 
placement guide was built from traditional PEEK 
by milling procedures definitive restoration will be 
screwed to implants.

Case #2

1. Check-In: female patient; 46 years; Request full-

A 

 

 

B 

 

C 

 

 
Figure 9: Implants designs already compared with restoration outcomes
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mouth rehabilitation on implants; - loss of all dental 
elements from 4 years - non smoker - non systemic 
pathologies - good oral hygiene conditions - removable 
partial upper and lower prostheses - good vertical size 
and preserved prosthetic spaces - intermaxillary sagittal 
relationships Tending to the third skeletal class (Angle 
classification) - record precision impression were taken 
and transmitted to the technician who, passing through 
plaster models and laboratory scans, returned 3d 
images of dental arches. Clinical examination reveal a 
situation of generalized lack tof keratinized soft tissues 
(Figure 12).

2. Previsualization of the Project: starting from the 
plaster models occlusal stent are packaged for the 
recording of the position of the two dental arches in 
centric relation The positions are recorded chairside. 
Temporary mobile restoration are built for both arches 

( digitized path) Thus, the dental components of each 
mobile device are isolated as a reference for fixed 
final prosthetic rehabilitation. Radiological stents are 
constructed for cbct execution of both maxillary jaws 
in a definitive occlusal position (Figure 13).

3. General Rehabilitative Project: cbct performed to 
enter the mandibular and maxillary arches; 3d dataset 
was segmented to obtain 3d images of the alveolar bone 
basis. Than all 3d images from bone bases, soft tissue 
gingival was matched to allow final prosthetic project 
(Figure 14).

4. Implant Project: the previsualization of the ideal 
implant axes related the prosthetic project (coming 
from CAD software environment), highlights a good 
alignment to the mandibular bone support both vertically 
and horizontally, i.e. the implant axes can be arranged 

A 

 

 

B 

 

C 

 

D 

 

Figure 10: Perio-plastic surgery design. The aim was a good gain of keratinized gengiva to support abutments emergency and restoration 
architecture
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C 

 

 

D 

 

Figure 11: Treatment overview. Note figure 11b, 11c showing the real gain of keratinized gengiva, and the new good relationship with 
designed restoration
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aligned with the respective prosthetic emergencies. 
All data are reported in the implant planning software 
environment. Implants were positioned in 46, 45, 43, 
42, 32, 33, 36 (Figure 15).

5. Rehabilitation Site Project: 1) ALVEOLAR BONE 
assesses the pattern of alveolar absorption following the 
early loss of the teeth of the mandibular arch showing 
vertical excess of implantable bone crest for small 
horizontal thickness. This condition suggested us for an 
alveoplastic resective procedure up to implant designed 
emergency level. The correct horizontal and vertical 
dimensioning is recognized. We recognized very slight 
vertical deficiency is implanted in position 36. Good 
bone availability between implants. Correct spacing 
of implants 34 44 and its corresponding emergencies 
of the mental nerves bilaterally. Checked good bone 
spacing between implants in position 45, 46, 36 and the 
corresponding channels of the inferior alveolar nerve. 
2) GINGIVAL TISSUES due to the small size of the 
keratinized tissues at the time of check-in combined 
with the alveoplasty, further thinning of the keratinized 
band is expected.

A 

 

 

B 

 
C 

 
 

D 

 

Figure 12: Patient’s check.in note extremely weared condition of dental arches with all past extraction and incongruence of dental restoration 
weared by the patient. See also gum inconsistency regard keratinized gengiva distribution

 

Figure 13: First restoration project

6. Therapeutic Layout: Removal of residual roots. 
Next therapeutic scheme consist in: first surgical step 
for alveoplasty and implant positioning - 45 days of 
healing time - vestibuloplasty with free grafting of 
keratinized gingiva taken from the palate - 45 days 
of healing time - re-entry on implants - impressions - 
Definitive restoration.

7. Production: The surgical templates will be produced 
by milling starting from PEEK. the temporary mobile 
was obtained by printing of PMMA; the definitive 
will be composed of milled titanium bar which will be 
juxtaposed aesthetic elements milled in composite.

Conclusion
My personal experience convinced me that it would be 
difficult to go back once we got to know digital methods. 
This on the other hand means that. Overall, the change 
has brought improvements which it will be difficult to do 
without, once appreciated. The human factor, to date, 
remains predominant even using the most advanced digital 
diagnostic and therapeutic devices. This is a great fortune, 
although technology, today, is looking at new possibilities 
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and developments where the machine will increasingly 
replace human work. But we shall discuss this present in the 
future.
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